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Parents Will Have Busy Weekend
As Planned By Alumni Association
Photo by Sven Pretorious

"Hot line fails; Pacific Bombs Bulldogs", wins the Womens'
Division of the Homecoming Floats Contest for Delta Delta Delta.

Color, Crowds For Homecoming
Tri-Delta, DU Take Top Honors
A bright sunny morning and
a large crowd greeted the par
ticipants i n Pacific's a n n u a l
Homecoming Parade.
Floats,
bands, marching units, and drill
teams made up the sixty entrys.
"It's a Small World" was the
theme.
Delta Upsilon's float, "Asphixiate the Bulldogs" was the winner
in the men's living group cate
gory; Phi Kappa Tau placed
second.
The women's living group win
ner was Delta Delta Delta's "Hot

Line Fails, Pacific Bombs Bull
dogs." Kappa Alpha T h e t a
placed second with, "The World
Is My Oyster."
Covell College won the open
float division. The theme of their
float was "Viva El Matador".
The colorful parade marked
the beginning of a busy Home
coming Saturday which incuded
class reunions, Greek luncheons,
water polo, and the highlight of
the weekend, the Homecoming
Game.

L C. Meeker For Department Of State
Speak For U.N. Day Convocation
The United Nations and U. S. Foreign Policy will be the theme
of October 24 U. N. Day Convocation speaker, Leonard C. Meeker,
deputy legal advisor for the Department of State since March 5, 1961.
Meeker, whose appearance is being sponsored on campus by the
newly-formed Pacific Association of X^orld Affairs, has served as
legal advisor for both the United Nations Affairs, and various inter
national meetings in Europe and the U. S. Following the convoca?tion address,
Meeker will
—
.
.
.
.
.Mr.
.
.
be present at Anderson Y for a port any student organization in
12 noon talk-back session; and the improvement of international
for a Coffee Hour at the "Y" understanding; to support the
at 3 p.m.
Peace Corps.
Not entirely local, the AWA
U. N. Day observances are the
first project for the Pacific As will have affiliations with the
sociation of World Affairs. Plans Collegiate Councial for the U.N.,
for the organization were begun the World Affairs Council of
Northern California, and Associ
last semester with the aim of
ations
of International Relations
becoming affiliated with the Col
legiate Council for the United Clubs.
Plans for the coming year of
Nations. But under the direction
of a 7-member steering commit AWA activities include hosting
tee, chaired by Bill Krauss and
(Continued on Page 4)
Dt- John Dennis as faculty advisor, an independent association
Was drafted.
"To promote and encourage
the understanding and study of
international affairs for the Uni
versity of the Pacific student
body," is the constitutional ob
jective of the organization. Other
tnore specific aims, according to
the recently drafted constitution
ate:
to promote the study of
the United Nations and support
the Model United Nations of
the Pacific West; to assist stu
dent associations in programs
earing on world affairs; to sup

Annual Office To Close
No Yearbooks After Fri.

Students are asked to pick up
their 1963 yearbooks by next
Friday, Oct. 25, 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
each weekday, according to Chris
Petersen, 1964 editor. "The Naranjado staff cannot afford two
hours a day every week to satisfy
only a few interested students."
Therefore, those students who do
not pick up their yearbooks must
wait until the last week before
Christmas vacation.

Tomorrow afternoon, the University of the Pacific will play host to mothers, fathers and friends
at the Bi-Annual Parents Day. A schedule of activities has been planned for the event by the Alumni
Association, intended to acquaint the parents with the many phases of Pacific's improvement projects,
according to Alumni Director Don Smiley.
Registration will be held from 10 a.m.-12 noon on the lawn north of the "Y". Parents will
receive a schedule of events when they register.
.
Parents will eat lunch with their son or daughter in his dining hall, fraternity, or sorority house.
Lunches will be served from
11:30-1 p.m.

Education Panel

To sPe»k Nov-12;

Dr. Rivlin Guest

Dr. Harry N. Rivlin, dean of
teacher education at City Uni
versity of New York, will speak
in Stockton at an area wide con
ference on the subject of educa
tion of the underprivileged on
Nov. 12. The conference was
planned and is being sponsored
by seventeen professional organi
zations and association, county
offices, school districts, and
governmental and community
agencies.
The conference will include a
panel discussion from 4:30 to
6:30 p.m. in the Speech Arts
Building of San Joaquin Delta
College, and a dinner at 7:15
p.m. in the Great Hall of Ray
mond College.
Moderator of the panel dis
cussion will be the newly ap
pointed State Associate Super
intendent of Public Instruction,
Paul F. Lawrence. He will em
phasize the situation in Califor
nia concerning the disadvantaged
(Continued on Page 3)

From 1-2:30 parents are to be
given the "grand tour" of the
campus, conducted by their own
special UOP relative. The tour
should include the special pro
ject areas for which the Pacific
Parent Association is trying to
raise money for improvement.
Students should be sure to take
their parents to the p r o j e c t
areas: Anderson Dining Hall,
the Music Annex and practice
rooms, Owen and Bannister
Halls, the chemistry laboratory
in Weber Hall, and the various
spots where street lighting is
needed.
A program will be held in the
Conservatory from 2:30-4:30. Mr.
Joseph Patton, national chair
man of the Pacific Parent Associa
tion, will begin the program with
an explanation of the Associa
tion's improvement project. Dr.
Harold Jacoby, dean of the Col
lege of the Pacific and professor
of sociology, will speak; his talk
will be followed by student en
tertainment. Dr. Arthur Cullen,
director of Elbert Covell College,
will introduce the parents to
Covell's progress. More student
(Continued on Page 3)

Covell Hall Hosts
Parents For Tea,
Banquet, Fashions

Covell Hall has an active par
ents' week-end planned. Tonight
in the large lounge, the girls will
host a tea and "get-acquainted"
time for all the parents who will
be here. It will be from 8:30 un
til 11 p.m. The chairman for this
event is Patsy Causey.
Saturday's activities feature a
Father-Daughter Banquet and a
fashion- show - supper f o r t h e
mothers. The co-chairmen of
these activities are Sue Scott and
Bunny Taylor.
The banquet and fashion-show
will both take place from 6:15 to
8:30 p.m., the fathers at Covell
Dining Hall and the mothers at
Anderson Dining Hall.
The
banquet theme is "Our Hearts
Belong to Daddy."
Tickets for both these events
were $2.00 for the parents and 25
cents for the girls.

Seniors! Graduate Tests
To Be Given Oct. 24
Seniors planning to continue
in the Graduate School should
note that the Miller Analogies
Test will be given at UOP on
October 24, at 4 p.m. Those
wishing to take the test should
report to Dr. Jay W. Reeve in
the conference room, second
floor of Owen Hall.
Many graduate schools are
now requiring Miller Analogies
Test scores as one of the materials
for graduate application. The
test will not be given on campus
again until spring semester, so
students who believe they need
it should plan to take the exam
ination this fall.
Sign-ups for the test should be
completed as soon as possible
at the Graduate Office, Room 113,
Administration Building. T h e
examination fee is $2.00 and
should be paid through the Businecs Office. A receipt of pay
ment is needed for admission
to the test room.

Photo by Sven Pretorious

Delta Upsilon Fraternity won the Men's Division for Home
coming floats with their entry "Asphinxiate the Bulldogs".
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Pacific Previews

Editorial
No editorial seemed necessary after the first rally, be
cause it appeared that everyone (especially the cheerleaders,
as evidenced by their letter of apology) realized that the
bounds of good taste had been overstepped. Obviously, it
was not clear to everyone. Nor does it seem clear to very
many people where fun ends and poor judgment begins.
Rallies and skits are fun . . . until they slide to the ranks
of vulgarity. The excitement of Homecoming and floats
is great . . . but the burning of floats in fraternity circle
was dangerous and costly. Water balloons are a ball . . . until
one shatters a window endangering the sight of a friend.
Sorority and fraternity pledge pranks work on the same
principle. Like everything else, when carried to extreme,
they become harmful.
No wonder why we have so many restrictions and rules
at school. We wonder why, when we think of ourselves as
adults, we are so often treated like children. And then we
turn around and act like children.
There has to be a stopping point. Maturity is recogniz
ing that point and respecting it.
A repercussion is being felt already from the incident
at the last rally. Dean Betz has forbidden cheerleader skits
at upcoming rallies. Repercussions will continue to be felt
and restrictions made, as long as we continue to carry things
too far. No one wants to eliminate college fun; but someone
has to keep it in good taste. If the students won't do it, the
administration will step in. But we can do it; if we just
stop to think.
S.A.

Tully Cleon Knoles Lectures Feature
Dr. Dommeyer And "Parasychology,//
The Sixteenth Annual Tully Cleon Knoles Lectures in Philoso
phy were delivered by Dr. Fred C. Dommeyer, chairman of the
Department of Philosophy at San Jose State College.
Dr. Dommeyer's first lecture was Wednesday at Raymond Col
lege High Table. He spoke of the topic of "Parapsychology." Para
psychology has been defined as the study of paranormal events,
those events whose cause appears to be different than would seem
„
to be normal. For instance,7 some
people hear voices which others
do not hear.
dents was Edgar Casey, the man
Dr. Dommeyer has been active who could put a book under his
in the study of parapsychology pillow at night and recite it ver
for twenty-five years. Last year batim in the morning.
he did research at the Parapsy
Parapsychology is a very con
chology Laboratory at Duke Uni
troversial field. Part of the fas
versity where he will return again cination is that you never know
in 1964.
when you are being taken."
Many types of strange occur
Dr. Dommeyer made an alle
ences fall into the field of para
psychology. It includes clair- gory between South Sea Islanders
audience, hearing information who were told that water could
which one would have no way be so hard that they could walk
of obtaining; levitation, objects on it and the situation with re
which seem to rise without being gards to parapsychology. It was
t o u c h e d ; c l a i r v o y a n c e , s e e i n g a joke to them because they had
events which may later occur; never experienced ice. Strange
and telepathy, communication events do exist which cannot be
without the use of normal sensory explained.
perception.
Dr. Dommeyer spoke of a pro
fessor who has out-of-the-body
experiences. He hovers in an
upper corner of the room and
sees his body asleep on the bed.
The most amazing thing is that
An official visitor on campus
p e o p l e c a n a c c u r a t e l y r e p o r t from the Federal Department of
about places where their "astroHealth, Education and Welfare
body" has been.
last Monday was R. Donald Reed,
Soime people are taken over
executive secretary of the Divi
so completely by an alien mind
or spirit that the personality is sion of Research Grants of the
complete with memories and National Institutes of Health.

Federal Official
Visits U0P Campus

knowledge about friends and
places. Perhaps it is possible to
be "possessed."
Some people are able to speak
unlearned languages. A woman
in Switzerland speaks perfect
Swedish when she is hypnotized,
although she hais never studied
the language. The language she
speaks is characteristic of Sweden
100 years ago. This suggests the
possibility of reincarnation.
Of particular interest to stu-

Mr. Reed came to the Pacific
campus to see the resources and
possibilities of the University for
research in the field
of public
health, and to become acquainted
with staff members in the various
fields of scientific study. He con
ferred with faculty in the depart
ments of Biological Sciences,
Chemistry, Physics, and Phar
macy. At noon on Monday he
talked informally at a luncheon
of science staff members.

Pacific Football
Worth Expenditure
ls

Friday, October 18
"Y" Film — "Mourning Be QUESTION: "Considering Pa
comes Electra."
cific's present status as a Univer
Covell Hall coffee hour for sity, is football a worthwhile
parents — 8:30 p.m.
expenditure? Why?"
Alpha Chi Omega Pledge Wylie Ott, Senior, Mathematics
dance — 9-12:30 p.m.
Yes. Football is
McConchie Hall exchange —
one of the very
8:30-12:30 p.m.
kT few things which
Saturday, October 19
students have
Football, University of Idaho
spirit in. Withat Moscow.
out football stu
Parent's Day.
dents would be
Kappa Alpha Theta Initiation
come even more
— 9 p.m.
lethargic.
Covell Hall Father-Daughter
Ellen
Quartermen,
Sen., Sp. Th.
Banquet — 5:30-7:30 p.m.
No. It could be
Covell Hall Fashion Show for
spent better on
Mothers — 5:30-7:30 p.m.
classrooms a n d .
Sunday, October 20
Sorority Presents — 2-4:30
other academic \
facilities unless j
p.m.
Encounter Supper and discus
we go back to \
big time foot
sion — 5:30 at Top of "Y".
Phi Sigma Kapppa Spaghetti ball I think we
could develop school s p i r i t
Feed.
around a less expensive sport like
Monday, October 21
Phi Tau rush dinner.
basketball.
S.C.T.A. meeting — 7 p.m.
Tim Miller, Junior, History
Football is
Tuesday, October 22
Phi Sig rush dinner.
a good place to
Chapel — 11 a.m.
spend the money
Newman Club — 11 a.m.
but with the aGraduate recital, Alice Thomp
mount of money
son — 8:15 p.m.
that has b e e n
Wednesday, October 23
given out for
DU rush dinner.
scholarships the
Raymond College — John team should make a better show
Rousselot — 7:45 p.m.
ing. I realize that they are play
Phi Delta Chi - Kappa Alpha ing a major college schedule and
Theta exchange — 6-8 p.m.
perhaps the answer is to play
Thursday, October 24
schools more our own size and
AKL rush dinner.
give fewer scholarships.
Women's Army Corps Re Sharon Wentlein, Junior, Math
cruiter — Major Sherba.
What would
Stockton Symphony Orchestra
school be with
Concert.
out football!
Friday, October 25
You could go to
IFC Preference Day.
basketball b u t
"Y" Film — "Destry Rides
more people
Again."
get enthusistic
about
football.
It is a bigger thing at all schools.
I really feel its worth the money.
John Hanson, Junior, Drama
Definitely. Little
Two new quadrangles and a
e"se can produce
dining hall in the Raymond Col
spirit on a cam
lege area are being planned for
pus as well as a
completion by September of
well-played, well
1964, and two additional quads
coached football
for the following February, ac
game. Likewise,
cording to Robert W. Winterof course, with
berg, financial advisor to the
basketball. I'm looking forward
President.
to this kind of school spirit be
The halls will house from 130
ginning with our first basketball
to 140 students. Designated as
game.
Pacific dorms, the halls may be
Jon Thomas, Senior I.R.
developed into another cluster
Since we have
college in the future.
become a uni
Additional parking space will
versity, I w i s h
be provided north of the new de
the administra
velopments.
tion would allot
more money to
football so that
we could become
Monday, October 21. Tickets a big time team. Because of foot
will be given out starting Tues b a l l , B o i l i n g G r e e n C o l l e g e ,
day. Permits are $2.00
which is half the size of Pacific,
is a well known school.

College President
Offers A Solution
For Tuition Spiral

Each semester for the past
few years, Pacific's tuition fees
have been raised, this semestej
by $75. Not confined to tht
UOP campus, tuition has gont
up in colleges all over the United
States.
Rockford College in Rockforf
Illinois, has come up with a plaa
that is being experimented witl
which helps alleviate the prof
lem of a higher tuition fee every
year.
The plan, announced by Joht
A. Howard, president of th,
college, requires a higher amoun
to be paid for the first year, and
lesser amounts each succeeding
year, resulting in an average COJI
per year equivalent to the regu.
lar fee for the first year.
"In this era of rising general
costs," said Dr. Howard, "tht
cost of operating a college j
increasing especially rapidly.'
One of the major reasons foi
the increases is the shortage ol
qualified college professors.
The National Student As
sociation (NSA) is forming
a committee to set up various
programs on campus.
Anyone interested should
contact Bob Sullens, room
215 in Price House in Ray
mond College.

THWRE
FULL-FASHIO NED

Lambswool

New Quads Planned
For September, 1964

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals—
Rent to try—will apply if you buy
Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
All Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
Easy "PENNIES A DAP" plan

tan yoatpun
[BUSINESS MACHINES

Phone HO 5-5887
114 N. California St.

Saddle shoulder 6 button
V-neck cardigan

Classic V-neck pullover

f

M E N ' S CLOTHIER

2105 Pacific Avenue
Phone HO 4-7669
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Parent's Weekend 'Reform On The Coast'-Time Magazine
Reviews Pacific's Merits With C.C.

(Continued from Page One)
entertainment will precede the
last talk by Dr. Alonzo Baker,
professor of political science.
President and Mrs. Robert
Burns will receive parents in their
home at a President's Reception,
beginning at 4:30.
The committee hopes that
Parents Day will give parents a
chance to see what their student's
college life includes, and also
give them an idea of the needed
improvement of UOP and offer
a contrast with the improvement
expected by the time of spring
Parents Day.

"Unless football creeps back, Pacific may become one of the
nation's most interesting campuses." So ended a recent review of
the University of the Pacific in Time Magazine, October 11.
Relating the history of Pacific since 1950 when Time writers
considered Pacific as "having climbed to tenth in the nation," and
having "progressed from stadiums seating 10,000 to 20,000 to
35,000—and into academic oblivion," the article praised the Raymond and Covell College devel
opments at UOP.
The "cluster college" plan is
described in the article as Presi
dent Burns's attempt to "make
A new office and trips to New the place bigger yet smaller,"
York and Watsonville were on with "small, autonomous schools
President Robert E. Burns' sched
with ivied halls and high tables,
ule for last week.
the whole Oxbridge bit." Ac
President Burns held "alumni cording to Time writers, Raymond
open house" from 3:30 to 4:30 has everything else but the cling
p.m. last Saturday in his new ing ivy; it has "tutorials for its
10:00 a.m. to 12 noon
eighth story office of Burns 124 students, a scholarly faculty
Registration
Tower. The office was not com of 17, comprehensive exams, and
(lawn North of "Y")
pletely finished
at that time, but a bold taste for guest speakers
alumni were able to see it then, from Birchers to Zennists to
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
since many will not be back until Martin Luther King. It is genLunch
next year.
(in all dining halls)
eralist to the core."
Last Sunday President Burns
1:00 to 2:30 p.m.
Discussing Covell College,
went to New York for a meeting
Tour of Project Areas
Time sees its merit since "it will
the Independent College
(conducted by your own of
throw together 250 dissimilar
Funds of America. He is a mem
Pacificite)
students—two-thirds of t h e m
ber of the board of directors. The
2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
from Latin America, the rest
President returned Tuesday.
Program
Americans fluent
in Spanish."
"Spain, Franco, and Tomor
(in Auditorium)
At the conclusion of the article
row" was the title of the speech
Mr. Joseph Patton
that President Burns gave to the is a mention of the two possible
National Chairman
Watsonville Evening Forum at future cluster colleges, "one to
Pacific Parents Association
Watsonville last Wednesday. The be supported by Episcopalians,
3:00 p.m.
material for this speech was the other by Presbyterians."
Dr. Harold Jacoby,
gathered in the President's trip
Dean of UOP,
to Spain last summer. It was
Professor of Sociology
there also that Robert Wood
Student Entertainment
ward, Ambassador to Spain, gave
(Continued from Page One)
3:30 p.m.
President Burns the idea for Co
Dr. Arthur Cullen
vell College.
pupil. Serving as panel members
Director of Elbert Covell
will be Dean Rivlin, who will
College
point up national problems of
Student Entertainment
the underprivileged; Gordon L.
4:00 p.m.
McAndrew, director of the Inter
Dr. Alonzo Baker
agency Project in the Oakland
Professor of Political Sci
schools, who will report on the
ence
situation there; Lawrence E.
The five sororities on campus
Toddhunter, Assistant Superin
4:30 p.m.
will formally introduce their
tendent, who will describe the
President's Reception
pledges for the fall semester at
plans underway in the Fresno
(home of President and Presents this Sunday afternoon
City Schools; and Judge Bill
Mrs. Burns)
from 2 until 4:30.
Dozier,
San Joaquin County Ju
"A special invitation is ex
venile Court Judge, and Robert
tended to faculty and students
to meet the pledges and have L. Whitt, assistant superintendent
of the Stockton Unified School
refreshments," stated Jane Ham
District, who will join the panel
ilton, Panhellenic President.
for discussion and questions from
The pledges, dressed in white,
Elected as officers for the fall
the floor.
will
be
honored
at
the
tea
and
semester are Ariane Furst, presi
Prof. Rollin C. Fox, UOP
dent; Saleem Choudhary, vice will be part of a receiving line
conference director, is requesting
in
their
respective
houses.
In
ad
president; Penny Griggs, secre
all persons who plan to attend
tary; Girija Karamccheti, trea dition, an open house is planned
to make advance reservations to
and
guests
will
be
welcome
to
surer; and Anitra Harris, pub
be sent to him at the School
look through each of the five
licity.
of Education at UOP. The cost
sorority houses.
Membership cards, selling for
The pledges total forty-seven of the conference including din
$1.50, can be obtained from
ner is $3.
in
all, with fifteen
from Delta
Girija Karamcheti, at 229 Covell
Gamma, nine from Gamma Phi
Among the sponsors of the
Hall.
Beta, nine from Alpha Chi conference are the Directed
Omega, seven from Delta Delta Teaching Committee, the SCTA,
Delta, and seven from Kappa
and the School of Education
Alpha Theta.
at UOP.
CAROLE DECEITS our

President's Schedule Office, Meeting, Speech

Parents Day

Photo by Sven Pretorious

P.S.A. leaders Bonnie Walker and Wayne Gohl take time out
from their activities.

Bonnie Walker, Wayne Gohl
Tell Likes, Opinions, Inrerests
by Lynn Burket
Christmas Day, 1942, brought a special package to the Walkers
of Omaha, Nebraska. Her name is Bonnie (Be-Bop) Walker. Bonnie
and her family have also lived in Tuston, California, and she and
her mother now call Garden City their home. Bonnie likes horses,
loves deer (in fact she feeds a motherless fawn that lives in a park
near her home), likes folk music and rock and roll, bubble gum,
and plays the guitar well enough to teach one or two chords. She
played basketball last year
the Theta intramural team, which
Mardi Gras Queen and Home
she says was rather good. Like coming Princess.
Her junior
any typical southern Californian, year she became involved in cam
Bonnie surfs and does a mean
pus government as secretary of
surfer stomp and watusi.
her class. She was also a candi
Before cqming to Pacific, Bon
date for Phi Sig's Moonlight
nie spent a year at Santa Anna
Girl that year. As a senior, she
college. While there she served
is serving as PSA social chair
the school as a cheer-leader. She
man and is house manager at
transfered to Pacific because it Kappa Alpha Theta.
Bonnie
was small, and more personal
pledged Theta in 1961.
than larger universities.
She
"Be-Bop" spends her summers
chose Pacific sight-unseen. As a
working at Disneyland, in Anesophomore Bonnie was chosen
heim, California. This last sum
mer, disaster struck as she caught
her foot between two boats in
Storybook Land, and broke it.
After graduation Bonnie would

October 25th

(Continued on Page 7)

Meet

Education Panel...

Campus Is Invited
To Meet Pledges
At Presents Sunday

International Club
Elects Fall Leaders

Campus Representative

; We will be presenting a series of Personal
Development classes especially designed
for the COLLEGE COED .... at special
prices . . . . to be held o n campus . . . .
including
EXCLUSIVELY ON© Warner Brothers Records

Stockton
Civic Auditorium
8:30 P.M.
Tickets — Miracle Music
ALL SEATS RESERVED
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50
HO 6-4388

WALKING and COMPORTMENT — FIGURE CONTROL
— FASHION — MAKEUP — PERSONALITY PLUS
For Further Information Contact
Carole at Gamma Phi Beta — HO 2-9584 — or
Call

Charm Incorporated
H0 4-3708

Published on Friday of every 5-day academic week during the college
year by the Pacific Student Association.
Entered as second class matter October 24, 1924 at the Post Office,
Stockton, California under the act of March 3, 1879.
Editor-in-chief
News Editor
Sports Editor
Feature Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editors
Business manager
Advertising manager
Advisor

Sharon Alexander
Chris Schott
Nancy MacAllister
Nancy Smith
Mike D'Asto
Chris Petersen, Sven Pretorious
John Ball
Ernie Segale
Paul T. McCalib

.
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Ancient Christian Fish Symbol?

^

P"»' SwMer's Compositions

Premiered at Graduate Concert

by Marilyn Mayer
Pacific Conservatory devoted tbe afternoon of October 13 t
a full recital of Paul Switzler's compositions—an event marked L
the composer's versatility and sound musical sense on the one ham
and by certain extra-musical problems on the other.
Three major works comprised the recital: the string quarte
in A minor, opus 7; a song cycle on nine poems of Sara Teasdale
and the A minor piano sonata, opus 9.
The string quartet which opened the program is a well-integrate(
— — a n d idiomatic piece f o r t h

Canterbury Club
Bishop To Conduct
Communion Rites
The National Corporate Com
munion Service will be held by
the Canterbury Club on Oct. 23.
This service is for all students
and faculty. Guest speaker will
be the Rt. Rev. Sumner Walters,
bishop of the Diocese of San
Joaquin. Dinner after the ser
vice will be held at the Grace
Covell Dining Hall from 5:45
to 7:30, and will cost 25 cents
plus a meal ticket. Reservations,
which should be made by Oct. 21,
will be taken by living group
representatives or by contacting
Mrs. Ruth Harris at the Canterbudy Office in Anderson Y.
To be completed in June of next year, the new Central Methodist Church at the corner of Pacific
and Fulton Avenue will serve a membership of about 1100 persons of the Stockton area.
According to Ralph Pedersen, business administrator for the church, the present edifice next to
the construction is a Christian Education building where youth groups meet and Sunday School is held.
Until the new church is ready for occupancy, the congregation holds services temporarily in Pacific s
chapel, with the Reverend Myron Herrell presiding.

Opera Workshop PresentsVerdi
Salute In Anniversary Concert
by Marilyn Mayer
Dr. Lucas Underwood and his Opera Workshop again outdid
themselves in their presentation of ensembles from Verdi operas
last week; such work indicates a fine full opera production later in
the year.
It was an evening of sopranos, from young DeEtta Lawson's
brilliant coloratura to Pacific alumnus' June Spencer's dramatic
ability and rare brand of control to Nadine Alonites' great power.
It was also a return to the Pacific
stage for two former student
tenors, Bruce Browne and Rich
ard Brown.
(Continued from Page One)
Most of all, it was a delight renowned speakers from all over
to hear such fine balance between the U.S., studying various areas
singers in the various ensembles of the world, participating in the
and choruses. Particularly in the
Model United Nations in the
Rigoletto Quartet, the Finale
Spring
of 1964 held at the Uni
from La Traviata and the Finale
from Aida. Dr. Underwood versity of Washington, and pro
somehow managed to conjure up moting a study program under
a vocal cooperation among all American University, Washing
performers that proved that
ton, D.C. and Drew University,
soloists are not really always the
most important factors in opera. Madison, N.J. which includes
Congratulations are due the en a first hand look at the organi
tire Workshop for a most musi zation and workings of Congress
and of the United Nations.
cally enjoyable evening.
Membership in the Pacific
AWA will be open to all univer
1
sity students at the first formal
meeting, Tuesday, October 29 at
4 p.m., place to be announced.
John Rousselot, former Con
gressman and now a member of
the John Birch Society, will
speak on the subject of "Dis
armament" at Raymond College
High Table on Wednesday, Oct.
Dr. Lewis Ford of the phil
3, in the Great Hall at 7:45.
Mr. Rousselot, who was a mem osophy department at Raymond
ber of Congress last year, has College will speak on "Philo
been the president of the Young sophical Encounters with Biblical
Republicans of California. He Religion" Sunday, Oct. 20 at 6:30
has also been director of public at the top of the "Y." This lec
relations for the National Federa ture marks the first in the second
series of Encounter groups.
tion of Young Republicans.

U.N. Convocation . . .

'Disarmament Speech
At Wed. High Table

Theology, Philosophy
Next Encounter Topic

1

Flu Shots Available
At Infirmary for 50c
Flu shots are now available at
a cost of 50c each at the Infirm
ary from 8:30 to 11 a.m., 1 to 5
p.m., according to Miss Doris
Richards, head nurse.
Persons allergic to eggs or
penicillin or who have colds
should not take the flu preventative.
General symptoms of the flu,
which is predicted to hit the West
Coast, are chilliness, headache,
and a temperature over 100 de
grees.
"We don't have too many cases
of the flu
in the infirmary at
present. Most of the cases are
just colds and over-exhaustion
due to Homecoming week-end
and exams," reports Miss Rich
ards.

SCTA Meets Monday
For Movie, Panel Talk
A movie and a panel discus
sion will highlight the Student
California Teachers Association
meeting next Monday.
The movie, "Not By Chance",
traces general education and the
special preparation of a profes
sional teacher. The panel will
be headed by Jeanine Brink, an
elementary School teacher, and
Doris Salvetti, a s e c o n d a r y
teacher.
Their topic will be, "What we
weren't prepared for in our teach
ing careers".
The meeting will be held in
room 211 of the Administration
building and will begin at 7 p.m.

string medium, displaying variet
and cohesion of texture; but th

intonation and ensemble pro!
lems in performance, as well a

the fact that the composer playei
the final two movements at th
piano, indicated that the quart!
needed more rehearsal time, i
lack of supervised preparatio
is occasionally excusable, but fo
such an important recital as thi
one it seemed both unfortunat
and unnecessary.

Soprano June Spencer brougl
her usual artistry to the son
cycle, and along with exceller
control, her clarity of diction an
expressive ability combined t
make her one of the best possibl
choices to premiere this comp<
sition. Switzler's settings hei
were not only finely constructs
but enjoyable to hear as well.

The massive A minor pian
sonata which closed the prograi
may well prove one of the maj(
works of the composer's caree
Never quite atonal, it noneth
less makes extensive use of Ba
tokian cross-rhythms, juxtapo:
tion of the major against tl
minor third, various "blue
chords and striking pianistic e
fects. If Mr. Switzler is to 1
judged for his keyboard ted
nique, he was outstanding; if (<
his composition, he has som
thing to say in an understandab
language.

WAC Representative
To Interview Oct. 24
Recruiting senior women for
the Women's Army Corps, Major
Dorothy Sherba will be on cam
pus at Covell Hall, Thursday,
October 24.
Major Sherba, selection officer
for the Sixth U.S. Army Re
cruiting District, Presidio of San
Francisco, will be interviewing
applicants. More information is
available at the U.S. Army Re
cruiting Station, Post Office
Building, Box 1106, Stockton,
California 95201.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
A "Spaghetti Feed" will be
Photo by Chris Peter*
held this Sunday from 5:30 to
The Elbert Covell College "Toro" takes another pass at <
7:30 at the house. All you can
man with the cape. Pacific's newest cluster college won first p1'
eat for $1.25. All students are
in the "open" division with their Homecoming entry, "Viva
invited to attend.
1J
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duci»<3

iasto°n
LUCY BLENDE
Gamma Phi Beta

JUDY PEART
Raymond Hall
MARGO KASCH
Covell Hall
BRENDA ROSE
Delta Delta Delta

CAROL JOHNSON
Quad D
ROBIN FISHER
Covell College
SYD BYNUM
Covell Hall

MICHELLE ANTONELL
Quad H
GAY THOMSON
Delta Gamma
JUDY ROWAN
Alpha Chi Omego

LYNN HYDE
McConchie Hall
SANDY GENECCO
Delta Gamma

KAY WILLIAMS
Covell Hall
BONNIE WALKER
Kappa Alpha Theta

t h e above c o - e d s w i l l b e o f f e rin g fashion t i p s
in the weeks to come via the Pacific Weekly

town-country
2111 PACIFIC AVE.

o n behalf of K-M Town & Country
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Pacific Sports
MAC'S FACTS
by NANCY MacALLISTER
IS VULGARITY THE FAD?
You would think that after the uproar raised over the rally for
the CSU game the yell leaders would get the hint. There was an
apology of sorts in the "Pacific Weekly," but I guess it wasn't meant
too seriously.
At many other schools it is common and accepted that the yell
leaders are crude. But so far it doesn't appear that this sort of
behavior is acceptable at Pacific. In case you are in the dark as to
what I'm talking about, it is the remark made by Bob Huber during
one of the "skits" at last Friday's rally. I heard several people say
that if it hadn't been the Homecoming rally they would have gotten
up and left.
When are you guys going to wise up? It seems to be the general
concensus that crude and profane remarks are not appreciated at
rallies or at football games. There was no excuse for Huher's remark
and the result of continuing such action could be tragic so far as
school spirit is concerned.
AS FOR FRESNO'S YELL LEADERS . . .
They weren't crude at the game (at least I didn't hear them),
but they surely were impolite. During halftime activities the Pacific
band was putting on a great show on the Fresno side of the field
and the Fresno yell leaders tried to lead a yell on the Pacific side;
both at the the same time. That sure shows a lot of respect for the
band, which, in my estimation, deserves a lot more than we ever
give it.
BOY WHAT THOSE FOOTBALL PLAYERS MISS!
An ex-Pacific footballer, Steve Olds, saw his first UOP football
game from the stands last Saturday, and got the surprise of his life.
In his words, "no wonder people in the stands don't know what
happens in the game—they're too busy drinking." It makes me
wonder why people go to football games. It seems to be common
practice for football "fans" to drink, carry on conversations with
others in the stands (near or far), bill and coo, or tell dirty jokes.
When everyone stands up and cheers for the team, only a few know
what has actually taken place. The rest only play "follow the
leader . I would venture to say that if the tearm was supposed to
be playing the game for the benefit of the student body, it was a
wasted effort. They are generally concerned with everything but
the game.
POINT OF INFORMATION
I am coming to the conclusion that the football players are
better sports than the rooters. You would think that after putting
everything they have into a game and risking serious injury, the
guys would be terribly disappointed to lose—and they are. But, on
the whole, they try to accept a loss, learn from their mistakes and
try to do better next time. Nobody in particular is blamed; it only
makes teamwork that much more difficult to achieve.
To the student body, however, there must always be a scapegoat.
Usually it's someone in the backfield since they are the ones who
usually (but not always!) throw and receive passes and carry the
ball. Every week someone must be either blamed for the loss or
given credit for the win. It seefms that only the team (and sometimes
the coaches) remember that it takes the whole team to win or lose
a game—no one individual can do it himself.

No Player Of Week
After Fresno Game
"Any player that was given a
Player-of-the-Week award after
the Fresno game would remem
ber all his life the lousy job we
did," said Head Coach John
Rhode after the coaches' meet
ing last Monday. For that rea
son, no one will receive the award
this week.
"We will probably give two
awards at some future game,"
said Rhode, "but it wouldn't be
fair to do it this week."

Incest, Murder Theme
Of Y Film 'Electra'
Love, hate, incest, guilt, and
murder are combined in the
movie adaption of E u g e n e
O'Neill's famous "Mourning Be
comes Electra." The two-hour
film will be shown at 3:30 and
7:30 p.m., Oct. 18 at the "Y".
O'Neill's dra(ma of a New
England family at the end of
the Civil War was inspired by
the Greek trilogy "Oresteia," and
the movie version, as the play
wright himself concedes, is "mag
nificent."

New Coach Begins
Basketball Practice
Last Tuesday marked the offi
cial opening of basketball prac
tice under new coach, Dick Ed
wards. With a squad of 13 men,
Edwards is hopeful for a suc
cessful season.
Of the 13 men on the squad,
three are new to the varsity. One,
Doug McAdam, is up from the
freshman basketball team. Curt
Ealy, a sophomore, is out for
his first year of Pacific basket
ball, and Ron Shelley is a junior
transfer from College of Sequoia.

First Floor Covell
Takes WRA Meet

First floor Covell won over-all
first place in the WRA swim meet
held Oct. 8 at the Pacific pool.
Second place winner was Kappa
Alpha Theta and third floor Co
vell took third place in the meet.
Headed by Martha Jones,
chairman of the meet, eight
events were set up. Winners of
the events were:
Free style (25 yds) : Chris
Krammer (1st floor
Covell),
Linda Allen (1st floor Covell).
Breast stroke: Chris Krammer,
Margie Bowles (1st floor Covell).
Butterfly:
Carolyn
Schuler
(Theta); Meegie Parker (3rd
floor Covell).
Free style (50 yds): Meegie
Parker, Gini McKee (1st floor
Covell).
Photo by Chris Peters®
Back stroke: Margie Bowles,
First floors,
Covell's winning team in the W.R.A. Intramuri
Sue Henry (Theta).
Swim Meet is, (1. to r.), Margie Bowles, Linda Allen, Gini McKet
Innertube Relay: Gamma Phi Peggy Cochran, Kris Kramer, and Frances Gardner.
Beta, Tri-Delta.
Medley Relay: First floor Co
vell, Third Floor Covell.
Levi and Sweatshirt Relay:
Theta, Gamma Phi.
Living groups that participated
in the meet were Covell Hall
(first, second and third floors),
Delta Gamma, Gamma Phi Beta,
Pacific's water-polo team overwhelmed a weak Fresno Stati
Delta Delta Delta, and Kappa but were defeated by an alumni "all-star" team Saturday, Oct. 12
Alpha Theta.
Today and tomorrow will be exciting water-polo days. Stanford todaf
at 3 p.m.; San Francisco State Olympic Club Saturday at 2 p.m.
In the first day of the "doubleheader", Fresno State paid th
price of inexperience, being on the short end of an 18-3 score,
Coach Conner Sutton was pleased with victory but said that the
game wasn't representative of
good water-polo, being so one
Pacific played well but, a
sided. Bill Rose was high scorer Coach Sutton said, "just got dis
By NANCY MacALLISTER
with 9, Jim MacKenzie scored couraged." Bill Rose scored 1
Water balloon fights
are fun
Kip Olney and Jim McKenzit
when no one is hurt and nothing 3, Clay Clement and Tom McKey each scored 2, and Clay Clement
is damaged, but the near blind each scored 2, Gary Wykoff and and Ralph Purdy each scored I
ing of Wendy Harbord, a resi Kip Olney each scored 1.
Tom Muir was a busy goalie ant
dent of Covell Hall, indicates
The alums showed the Varsity blocked 25 goal attempts.
that things have gone too far.
that the "old men" can still play
"This weekend see water-polo
Some unknown Pacific student
water-polo by defeating them at its best", said Coach Connei
threw a water baloon through a
11-9. Most of the alumni were Sutton. Stanford is rated by
window last week, shattering the
standout players while at Pacific Coach Sutton as the top collegt
glass and lodging a splinter in and some are still active, playing team in Northern California, as
Wendy's eye. The glass was re for the San Francisco Olympic it has gon undefeated this year.
moved and her eyesight was not Club, one of the top teams in Pacific will be the underdog but
lost, but it was a close call.
Northern California. Chris "we'll give them a good gami
In another recent incident, a Greene, alumni goalie, played an and may even surprise them."
girl narrowly missed having her excellent game. Coach Sutton The game begins today at 3 p.m.
face cut by glass from a window said that Greene's play demoral
Saturday at 2 p.m. is gamo
broken by a water baloon. She ized the Varsity when "sure
time with the San Francisco
turned her head away from the points were blocked by Greene."
Olylmpic Club, another top team
window in time, but her back and John Felix ('59), Bob Gaughran
in Northern California. Lasi
shoulders were covered with
('57), and Ed Henshaw ('59)
year they won the Northern Call
glass.
amazed the crowd with their ex fornia Water Polo Tournament
The girls in still another room pert ball handling and clever
These will be the last home games
spent two hours trying to clean variety of shots.
for two weeks.
the glass out of their room. The
cause? Another water balloon.
Perhaps the fellow's don't real
ize the danger in what they are
doing. In addition to potential
injury to any girls in the rooms
hit by water balloons, the dam
age to personal belongings is
causing much concern and ex
pense. Even when windows aren't
broken by flying
balloons, the
water itself damages record play
ers, clothes and books.
(Continued on Page 7)

Varsity Drowns Fresno 18-3
But Bow To Amazing Alumni11-^

Water Balloon Threat:
Girl Nearly Blinded
By Shattering Glass

SKI MOVIE!

R I C E ' S AVENUE D R U G S
Complete Stock of Drugs, School Supplies
Infant Dept., Tobacco, Etc.
2218 Pacific at Pine
HO 6-3433
Hours: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. — Sun. 10 to 5
STUDENT BODY CARD GOOD FOR LIMITED CREDIT

145 W. Alder
"Behind Delta
Savings"
SEE DICK BARRYMORE'S

'THE WHITE SEARCH'I / /
October 20th — 8:00 P.M.
Scottish Rite Temple
//*

TICKETS AT THE DOOR
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Bulldogs Hand Tigers Third Defeat;
Bengals Meet Vandals Tomorrow

Photo by Sven Pretorious

Buck Del Nero, Pacific End, is stopped by two Fresno players
,n an attempt to gain yardage during the Homecoming Game last
Saturday night.

In a game marked by fumbles, penalties, and hard knocks, the Fresno State Bulldogs rolled over
the University of the Pacific Tigers by a score of 29-7 in last Saturday's Homecoming contest at Pacific
Memorial Stadium. With the weather clear and the temperature running at a brisk 56 degrees, the
Tigers "found several ways to lose." The third straight loss for Pacific marked a beginning for the
"losingest" team since 1945 when the Tigers had a 7-0-1 record.
Pacific during the first half had their first lead of the season by one point. The only Tiger score
came on a four yard run by Smiley Verduzco with 11:17 remaining in the half. Bob Scardina con
verted, and the Tigers, like the 49ers, quit for the evening. The score at half-time read Pacific 7 and
Fresno State 6.
The second half of play was all Fresno and a repeat performance of the old Pacific as seen in their
first two contests. The throwing of Beau Carter to Jan Faris and the running of Jim Long kept the
—
Tigers busy all night on defense.
The turning point of the game dina has been moved back at
first guard, Ernie Zermeno re
came in the last minutes of the
places Howie Campbell at quar
third quarter when on fourth
terback, and Jack Reed takes
down the snap from center went
over Jack Reed's head and was over injured A1 Ford's halfback
position. Tomorrow's game will
recovered by Reed on the Tiger
"Cheerleaders
must
confine
begin at 1:30 p.m.
two yard line. The rugged de
themselves to cheerleading and
FROSH LOSE 6-0
fense of Pacific held the Bulldogs
not participate in any 'stunts' in
Last Friday the Pacific Frosh
for three downs until Long cross
the remaining rallies and other
traveled
to
Sacramento
to
do
ed right guard for the score.
public appearances," announced
battle
with
the
Sacramento
State
Fumbles, penalties, and pass in
Dean Edward S. Betz, dean of
Frosh.
The
Sacs
got
off
to
a
terceptions followed for
the
students in a letter to John
quick
start
by
scoring
the
only
Pacific portion, and the Bulldogs
Thomas, head cheerleader, this
tally of the game in the first
won 29-7.
week.
quarter. An injury for Jim Paine
TRAVEL TO IDAHO
The announcement came as a
of the Pacific Frosh resulted in
result of a "repetition of such
Tomorrow the Tigers will meet
a loss for the season of this
poor taste and judgment" at the
the University of Idaho Vandals standout. He has a possible
Homecoming rally and previous
at Moscow, Idaho. Coach Dee pinched nerve and ligaments torn
Pacific rallies. Friday's Home
Andros, who heads the Vandals
in his neck. At the present time
coming rally was described by
for his second season, will have
he is in traction.
Dean Betz as "generally in poor
a lot to work with tomorrow
The Tiger Tikes play the San
taste and more specifically, in one
night. With veterans at every
Jose State Frosh Thursday for
position and some two deep, their second contest this season. instance, vulgar."
Concerning the decision to
Idaho will have good balance in The Summary:
UOP FS
the backfield and a strong com First Downs
8
19 limit the cheerleaders' activity,
bination of veterans and rookies Rushing Yardage
101
88 Dean Betz said, "I regret having
in the line.
Passing Yardage
43
191 to make a ruling of this kind but
144
269 it is inevitable. The case of Bob
Since the Vandals beat Fresno Total Yardage Net
19
29 Huber has been referred to the
State by a comfortable margin, Passes
5
14 Student Judiciary for action."
many pick Idaho to run all over Passes Completed

Dean Betz Limits
Cheerleaders In
Rally Entertaining

Pacific in the Homecoming con
test tomorrow.
However, the
Tigers have never been defeated
by Idaho in seven times out. In
the last contest with the Vandals
in 1961, the Tigers trounced
them by a score of 27-2.
Line-up changes show three
for Pacific this week. Bob Scar

AAI RA8 u L s E
OQGOQ
Records at Low Low
Everyday Prices
2363 PACIFIC AVENUE
Telephone HO 6-4388

Passes Intercepted
Fumbles
Ball Lost on Fumbles
Punts Yardage
Yards Penalized
Total Attendance
Score by Quarters
1 2 3
Pacific
0 7 0
Fresno
6 0 16

2
1
5
3
3
3
36
37
65
20
11,000
4
0
7

Total
7
29

Water Balloon Threat..
(Continued from Page 6)
It has been pointed out that
some girls in Covell Hall prompt
this action by yelling out of their
windows at the boys. But why
is it that there are so few who
are guilty of this and so many
others who must suffer the con
sequences?
Who would knowingly take
the chance of being responsible
for seriously injuring someone?

FAMOUS REGIMENTALS from MISS PAT .... Fit
with a capital "F" are the by-word for these well-loved
regimentals. The skirts — either the "A"-flare, or the
slim-lined, in 50% Fortrel Polyester, 50% cotton. Olivewood, charcoal, navy and khaki. Top them with casual
cotton shirts, roll-sleeved and convertible-collared in
beautiful striped coordinating combinations of olivewood, bright navy, and deep red, also solid cotton oxford.

Petite Skirt 5-15
Slim Skirt 8.98

Regular Sizes 8-16
A-Fine 9.98

Blouses 8-16 — 4.98 - 6.98
Come in and meet our Campus Representative
JUDY HARRIS

Moradian's

(WHO?)
Actually, it's not a who but a what
— Air Force Officer Training

three-month course, you'll be a
leader on the Aerospace Team.

School. And what an opportunity

Your Air Force recruiter can give
you all the facts about O.T.S., the

it offers to ambitious college grad
uates. This is a special officer pro

beginning of a career of importance

gram. When you complete the

in the United States Air Force.

Personalities...
(Continued from Page 3)
like to use her education—so
ciology major to teach second
grade for a year, perhaps serve
in the Peace Corps, and ulti
mately work with children in a
juvenile home.
Also chosen this week is Wayne
Gohl, PSA president this year.
Wayne began life in Snohomish,
Washington, and now lives offcampus with his family. Before
coming to Pacific, he attended
high school in Lodi. He was
Student Body President.
He
spent a year at Stockton College,
entering Pacific as a sophomore.
In his spare time, of which he
says there isn't very much, he
collects coins and plays the stock
market.
Wayne transfered to Pacific
for the Pharmacy school, one
of California's finest.
He is im
pressed with quality of Pacific's
faculty in relation to its size.
Campus activities promise to keep
him very busy this year. He be
longs to the philosophy club;
he is a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, the scholastic honor society;
Blue Key, a national club for
active students with above aver
age grades; and Phi Delta Chi,
a professional pharmacy frater
nity. Wayne also belongs to
APHA for pharmacy students.
In addition to all this he heads
the student government. (One
problem he can forsee in govern
ment is the ambiguity of the
new constitution. For example,
all legislators must have attended
Pacific the previous semester.
What about students in the newly
opened cluster colleges?)
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UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
Presents

2nd ANNUAL RECORD SALE
— PLUS —

2nd BOOK SALE
Sales Prices Effective October 21st While Supply Lasts!
Haydn: String Quartets. Stereo.
Pub. at $5.98.
Only $1.98.
Max Roach On The Chicago Scene. Rhythmic
vitality swings as Max Roach plays 6 standards,
incl. Stella By Starlight, Stompin' At The Savoy.
Pub. at $4.98.
Only $1.98.
Beethoven: Archduke Trio No. 7. Only avail
able recording! Emil Gilels, piano, Leonid Kogan,
violin and Mstislav Rostropovich, cello. Pub. at
$4.98.
Only $1.98.
Brahms: Symphony No. 3. Stokowski conducts
the Houston Symph. in this glorious romantic
work. Pub. at $4.98.
Only $1.98.
Brahms: Symphony No. 3. Stereo.
Pub at $5.98.
Only $1.98.
Oistrakh plays Shostakovich: Concerto For
Violin. Dynamic performance of this majestic
work. Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra.
Pub. at $4.98.
Only $1.98.
Offenbach: Gaite Parisienne. Gay music of
Krips* Complete Beethoven Symphonies — The Paris and the can-can. Leibowitz cond. London
famous Beethoven Festival Recordings made b; Philharmonic Orch.
Pub. at $4.98. Only $1.98.
the London Symphony Orch. conducted by Josep!
Offenbach: Gaite Parisienne. Stereo. Pub. at
Krips. Without question the outstanding presen $5.98.
Only $1.98.
tation of all 9 masterpices, recorded with extra
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6 (Pathetique).
ordinary technical skill, on 8 magnificent 12 in
Long Plays. Handsome 2-color soft-cover book One of the most familiar and melodic musical
presents a Pictorial History of the composer's compositions. Kubelik and Chicago Sym.
Only $1.98.
life and times, extensive notes on the symphonies, Pub. at $4.98.
The Country Week End Cookbook. By Hila &
over 30 illustrations. Packaged in sumptuous lea
therette gift case. Monaural Pub. at $39.50, Only Louis Colman. Co-ordinated menus and recipes
for weekends throughout the year and holidays;
$14.95.
Stereo Pub. at $48.00, Only $14.95.
from a picnic or a buffet to a gourmet meal.
John White Comes A-Visitin'. Wide variety cof Pub. at $3.50.
Only $1.
songs covering every emotion, s u n g b y t h
Slang: Today and Yesterday. By Eric Partridge.
fabulous folk singer includes Backwater Blues, A history of slang from its origins to the pres
She's Too Much For Me, Go Away From My ent : American, Cockney, law, medical, military,
Window, 13 more. Pub, at $4.98.
Only $1.98.
rhyming and Spoonerisms, elaborate and original
Paganini: Violin Concerto Op. 6. A fiery mas vocabularies; a reference work that is highly
terpiece of 18th century violin music. Also seldom useful and entertaining. Pub. at $8.00. Only $3.95.
heard Violin Concert] by Glazounov & WieniawSports and Classic Cars. By Griffith BorgeA Dictionary of the Underworld: American and
ski. Gimpel, violin and I^ro Musica Orch, of Stut British. By Eric Partridge. A fascinating and son & Eugent Jaderquist. More than 70 Ameri
tgart. Pub. at $4.98.
Only $l.r
unique study of the language of the underworld can and foreign cars with their complete his
Berlioz: Funeral & Triumphal Symph. Real col and near-underworld of convicts, racketeers, tories and characteristics of design and per
lector's item. Features Military Band, String spivs, beggars, tramps, crooks, the commercial formance; more than 100 photos in color and
Orch., Choir, and Solo Trombone. Vienna State underworld; white slave, drug, etc.
Pub. at black and white. Pub. at $12.50 Only $4.95.
Opera Orch. cond. by Ernest Graf. Pub. at $4.98 $12.75.
Only $5.95.
The Winning Touch In Golf. By Peter G.
Only $1.98.
Esar's Comic Dictionary. By Evan Esar. Com Cranford. Introd. by Gar v Middlecoff. Illus^
in
color. A clear and workable application of
Berlioz. Funeral & Triumphal Symph. Stereo. pletely revised enlarged edition, known as "The
Pub. at $5.98.
Only $1.98.
Laughing Webster" full of funny definitions, psychological principles for confidence, prac'
at $7.50 Only $2J"
Jack Teagarden: Accent On Trombone. The quips, epigrams, puns, gags, comic proverbs, etc. tice, adjustment, etc. Pub.
World's Greatest Music. Sviatoslav Richter,
reat innovator of iazz trombone style plays, in alphabetic arrangement. Ready reference of
over, St. James Infirmary Blue, 4 others with nearly 10,000 entries for speakers, writers. Orig. David Oistrakh, Emil Gilels, other top artists
Only $1.98.
perform 16 of the most melodic and popular
all-star backing of Braff, Hinton, Yaged, others Pub. at $4.95.
works of Mozart, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky,
Pub. at $3.98.
Only $1.98.
Krips' Complete Beethoven Symphonies. The Mendelssohn, etc. All selections are complete.
Mozart: Don Giovanni. Gala star-studded pro famous Beethoven Festival Recordings
ings by Bon"" in, Dong-Playing,
"
Hi-Fi records
-ds in
'
duction of operatic masterpiece recorded for the don Symphony Orch. conducted by Joseph Krips. Ten 12
handsome gift Box. Val $49.50. 10-record
Haydn Society with Hans Swarowsky cond. Solo The outstanding presentation of all 9 master
ite Only $9.95.
ists and Orch. and Chorus of Vienna State Opera. pieces, recorded with extraordinary skill, on 8 Set Complete
A Practical Dictionary of Rhymes. By L.
Liberetto. Compl. 4 record set. Pub. at $20.00. magnificent 12 in. Long Plays. Handsome 2Holofcener.
A new method of arranging words
Only $7.92.
color soft-cover book presents Pictorial History by sound rather
spelling. A useful aid
Henry Miller. Life As I See It. The famous of Composer's Life, extensive
notes, over 30 ills. for song writers, than
te—1
——*—
poets and rhymesters of all
author discusses a variety of subjects rangin: Sumptuus gift case.
Monaural. Orig. $39.50. kinds. Contains much
practical information
from Our Insect World to a comparison of Frenc; Only $14.95.
Stereo. Orig. $4800. Only $14.95.
on rhyme and lyric construction, songwriting
and German prostitutes. Pub. at $4.98. Only $1.98.
and
the
markets
and
business
of songwriting.
Frank Lloyd Wright's A Testament. With 210
Heritage of the Baroque. Incl. rarities by BuxOrig. Pub. at $3.95. Only $1.98.
tehude, Gabrielli, Scarlatti and many others. magnificent illustrations in photos, drawings and
The New Edition of the Encyclopedia of Jazz.
Orch. of Telemann Society. Pub. at $4.98. Only plans. The great autobiography containing the
work and philosophy of the master architect, By Leonard Feather. Completely revised, en
$1.98.
stimulating and inspiring. Handsome volume, larged and brought up to date. Over 2000
Heritage of the Baroque. Stereo. Pub. at $5.98. size 914 x 1214.
biographies, over 200 photographs with biblio
Only $1.98.
graphy, critics, social aspects, jazz overseas,
Pub.
$12.50.
Only $5.95.
~ " at "^50.
ing agencies, organizations, techniques of
Music 'Of Johann Strauss. Dorati cond. the full
Dictionary of Humorous Quotations. By Evan booking
Minneapolis Sym. in 5 great waltzes incl. Artist's Thousands
records, etc. Orig. Pub. at $15.00 Only
choice witticisms in alphabetical
Life, Voices of Spring, others.
Pub. at $4.98. arrangementof culled
from 2,000 years of choice lin
Only $1.98.
Treasury of Foreign Cars: Old and New.
sayings from Socrates to the present. Orig. Pub.
By Floyd Clymer. A large handsome album
Music of Johann Strauss. Stereo. Pub. at at $4.95.
Only $1.98.
$5.98.
Only $1.98.
of over 500 photograhps of pleasure, racing
The Living City. By Frank Lloyd Wright. With and
sports cars from 1834 to the present day.
Chopin: Nocturnes, Vol 1. The dreamy night 57 illus. the creative genius of Wright is contain
x 11".
Orig. Pub. at $7.50. " Only $2.98.
pieces played with caressing tonal beauty by the ed in this work describing his plans for the build
Poetlca
Erotica: A Collection of Rare and
reat keyboard artist, Guiomar Novaes. Pub. at ing of the modern, coordinated city design for
Curious
Amatory
Verse. Ed. by T. R. Smith
4.98.
Only $1.98.
its best use with an illustrated section on the
The famous collection of 650 amatory poems
Bach: Easter Cantata (The Heavens Laugh, great model "Broadacre City" including a mag and
ballads—lovely,
charming, passionate and
The Earth Rejoices). Reverent and joyous work nificent foldout, 8 pages square, in full color.
ribald taken unexpurgated from best avail
availOnly $3.49.
sung by soloists of the Akademie Choir, with Pub. at $7.50.
able
translations,
privately-printed
editions and
Prohaska cond. the "Vienna Symphony Orch. Also
Thesaurus -of Book Digests. Edited by Hiram rare volumes.
Pub.
at
$7.50.
Only
$3.95.
7 Easter Chorales. Pub. at $4.98. Only $1.98.
Haydn and Edmund Fuller. 2000 digests of the
Collector's Item: Alice's Adventures In Won
world's permanent writings from the ancient
derland.
Read
and
sung
by
Cyril
Ritchard—
Debussy : Preludes. The 12 beautiful piano piec classics to current literature. Orig. Pub. at $5.00
music by Alec Wilder, played by N. Y. Wood
es magnificently performed by the great Guiomar Only $2.98.
wind Quartet—the Lewis Carroll classic com
Novses. Pub. at $4.98.
Only $1.98.
The Humor of Humor. By Evan Esar. The art, plete on four 12" LP records in deluxe fulland history of comedy with a treasury color illustrated gift box, plus a facsimile
The Complete Sonnets of William Skakespeare, science
wit, jokes, anecdotes, thesaurus of jocular volume of the rare 1865 first edition of the
ead by Ronald Colman. Ronald Colman brings of
terms,
etc.
gag file for writers, toastmasters, book. Illus. by John Tenniel. Orig. Pub. at
new life and meaning to Shakespeare's lovely comedians, A
etc. Orig. Pub. at $4.95. Only $1.98 $25.00. Only $6.95.
lyrics
the most widely read and best-loved
Composers On Music: From Palestrian to Coppoetry in any literature. 4 12 in. hi-fi records plus
San Francisco Bay: A Pictorial Maritime
land. Ed. by Sam Morgenstern. A comprehensive History. By John H. Kemble. A profusely
handsome,
gift-b<
handsome, soft-bound book. Beautifully gift-box
anthology of writings by composers on the art illustrated maritime history of the vessels and
ed. Pub. at $9.95.
Only $5.95.
music. Berlioz, Schubert, Debussy, Mozart, ports around the bay and on the rivers in
Pablo Casals plays Dvorak: Cello Concerto. The of
Rossini, and 85 others are represented in 584 cluding the lower reaches of the Sacramento
world's greatest cellist brillianty performs.
pages of essays, diaries, letters, conversations, and San Joaquin from before the American
Pub. at $4.98.
Ony $1.98.
and books.
Only
'
Pub. at $7.50.
~ " $3.49.
conquest to the present. Size 8% x 11. Orig.
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons. Winter snow, rustic
Masters of Modern Architecture. By John Pub. at $10.00 Only $2.98.
dance of Autumn, song of the birds in Spring,
Peter.
The
great
works
and
ideas
of
the
master
Cats, Cats, Cats. By John R. Gilbert. Over
heat and storm of Summer. Magnificent concer
tos for violin and string orch. featuring famous architects of the world. More than 70 famous 300 illus., 36 in color. Complete book on cats
of form in space including Louis Sulli covering every aspect from ancient times to
violinist Renato Biffoli. Pub. at $4.98. Only $1.98. composers
van, Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier, Neutra, the present—the fantasy and folklore, fads
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons. Stereo. Pub at Gropius,
1
"
Saarinen,
Mif
lies Van Der Rohe and and fancies, facts and figures—full of infor
$5.98.
Only $1.98.
others are represented by over 225 vivid repro mation and wonderful photograhps.
Pub at
Zabaleta Plays Spanish Classics for Harp. A ductions which capture the beauty of the origin
Only $2.98.
brilliant performance by this renowned artist al structures. Size 9% x 13. Orig. Pub. at $15.00 $10.00.
A History of Orgies. By Burgo Partridge.
brings forth the warmth and color of the Harp. Only $5.95.
The public and private enjoyment of sex in its
Pub. at $4.98.
Only $1.98.
The 20 Minute Cook Book. By Michael Reise. most unrestrained form from the time of the
Zabaleta Plays Spanish Classics for Harp. Over 500 original discriminating tested recipes
ancient Greeks to the 20th century.
Orig.
Stereo.
Pub. at $5.98.
Only $1.98.
for fish, fowl, meats, soups, salads, sauces, breads Pub. at $3.98.
Only $1.98.
Wagner: Parsifal. The Good Friday Spell and desserts made in 20 minutes or less for busy
The
Great
American
West.
A
pictorial
Hisother symphonic music from the great opera is leople who like to eat at home. Orig. Pub. at
tory from Coronado to the Last Frontier.
Fl
By
by
Only $1.49.
-played
- Stokowski and Houston Symph.
- Pub. $3
James D. Horan. 650 illustrations with many
at $4.98.
Only $1.98.
Masters of Photography. Ed. by Beaumont & in color with text comprising a comprehensive
Wagner: Parsifal. Stereo.
Nancy Newhall. More than 150 superb photo account of the West as it actually was. Orig.
Pub. at $5.98.
Only $1.98.
graphs chosen for their value as works of art Pub. at $10.00. Only $4.95.
with
biographies, critical analyses of such mas
Mozart: Piano Concerti Nos. 17 and 27. Two
High Iron. A Book of Trains. By Lucius
melodic masterpieces performed by Alfred Bren- ters as Ansel Adams, Cartier-Bresson, Steichen, Beebe. The magnifcence of steam and steel
del with the Orchestra of the Wiener "Volksoper, Stieglitz, Weston, Walker, Evans, Paul Strand in 200 of the finest shots of railroading from
and others. Size 10x11%. Orig. Pub. at $12.50.
Paul Angerer, cond. Pub. at $4.98. Only $1.98.
the Antelope in 1848 to the Super Chief, with
Only $4.95.
Mozart: Piano Concerti Nos. 17 and 27. Stereo.
a glossary of railroad terms, usage and slang.
The Word's Great Chess Games. By Reuben Orig. Pub. at $6.00.
Pub. at $5.98.
Only $1.98.
Only $2.98.
Fine. The first detailed presentation by a Grand
Chess From Morphy To Botvinnlk. By Imre
Master of the world's most brilliant chess games.
The author has selected the most interesting ex Konig. How the masters have developed the
amples of play and strategy, attack and defense. famous openings and ideas of play; illustrated
Only $1.
with over 100 fully annotated^ games.
For beginner and expert alike. Pub. at $4.00.
Pub. at $4.00. Only $1.98.
Schumann: Symphony No. 1 (Spring). Stereo. Only $1.98.
Fub. at $5.98.
Only $1.98.
Great American Automobiles. By John Bently.
Horses, Horses, Horses, Horses. Over 300
riayan: siring quartets. The glorius The Dark Nearly 100 illustrations. America's greatest cars illus., 32 pages in striking color. The versa
Quartet is among the most beautiful works Hay anu
and tneir
their acnievements
achievements in competition. Antique, tility, beauty and lure of the horse in word
dn ever composed. Also Quartet No. 82, in F. The classic and sports car lovers will enjoy the fas and picture—in sport, art work, history, etc.—
Hungarian Quartet plays.
Pub. at $4.98.
cinating details and the rare photographs.
full of information and wonderful photos.
Only $1.98.
Orig. Pub. at $7.50.
Only $2.98.
Pub. at $10.00. Only $2.98.
Richter plays Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto
No. 1; Saint-Saens: Piano Concerto No. 5. Svia
toslav Richter, one of the world's great pianists,
performs, these 2 brilliant and exacting pieces,
Only
Pub. at 4.9"
~ ' $1.98
Mozart: String Quartets No. 17 (The Hunt) and
No. 19 (Dissonant.) Magnificent, delightful pieces
Hungarian String Quartet. Pub. at $4.98. Only
~aly 1.98
1."
Mozart: String Quartets No. 17 (The Hunt) and
No. 19 (Dissonant) Stereo. Pub at $5.98. Only 1.98
Carlos Montoya Guitar Recital. The famous fla
menco guitarist
and reckless
st performs suchT fiery
c
-~i- pieces as Malaguena, Bulerias,
">"1—J~ ~, Zambrilla
Spanish
Only $1.98
8 more. Pub. at $4.98
Enrico Caruso. Comprises the rarest and earli
est examples of this great voice, clearly indicat
ing the fame to come. Incl. excerpts from Tosca.
Rigoietto, Cavalleria Rusticans, 6 more.
Pub. at $4.98.
Only $1.98

g

t

Mark Twain Himself. In Words and Pick
By Milton Meltzer. A huge pictorial biogn;
with more than 600 photograhps and drawi
covering his entire career as: printer, a
soldier, miner, reporter, editor, humorist i
publisher.
Orig. Pub. at $10.00. Only fl
The Look of the Old West. By Foster-Hat
Over 250 magnificently detailed drawings
picting all the authentic Western equip®
guns, knives, wagons, animal trappings, d
trails, trains and steamboats, all following
text page-by-page. A valuable source a
filled with colorful, hard-to-find detail |
nostalgic pleasure. Orig. Pub. at $7.50.
Only $2.98.
The Old West Speaks. By Howard R. Drii
Illustrated with reproductions in full colo:
the famous paintings of William Henry Jij
son. First nand accounts of the trap#
hunters, fighters and explorers of the Ame:
West from the time of the Lewis & Clarkl
pedition to the joining of the Transcontinq
railroad.
Orig. Pub. at $10.00.
Only f
Highball: A Pageant of Trains. By Lu]
A. Beebe. A genuine collector's item, fear
ing more than 190 superb photographs il
magnificent volume of illustrations and t
Orig. Pub. at $6.00.
Only $2.98.
History of Classic Jazz: Collector's It
Panoramic view of traditional jazz feata
all the great names including Armstrong, 1
ton, Oliver, Beiderbecke, Waller, others. C
60 complete selections on 5 12" DP recc
plus illus. book. Handsomely gift boxed,
pages.
Pub. at $5.00.
Only $2.49.
Music of the World. A History. By S
Pahlen. With 400 illus. The authoritative
count of the art of music and the lives of
sicians in all times and in all countriea
pages.
Pub. at $5.00.
Only $2.49.
Chinese Art. By Judith & Arthur H. But
With 248 illus., 9 in color. A well-illusti
and comprehensive history on all phases,
eluding: poetry and porcelain, sculptur
wood, stone and ivory, gold, silver, jew
and ironwork, painting, textiles, architect
costume, embroidery, cloissonne, carpets,
Orig. Pub. at $10.00.
Only $4.95.
Sculpture Inside And Out. By Malvina B
man. 276 illus. Famous standard book on
art of sculpture, including a compreheni
survey, personal experience with famous sc(
presentation of met#
tors, and thorough
w
' •
' •
' suggestions,
-MOTIS
and techniques;
practical
modeling, carving and treatment of mated;
Orig. Pub. at $8.50.
Only $2.98.
An Illustrated History of French Cuis
By C. Guy. Over 100 interesting illustral
in this informative and entertaining his
of the world's greatest cuisine from Ch
magne to de Gaulle, with recipes for both
ditional and historically significant dishes
Pub. at $10.00.
Only $3.9?
Personality of the Cat. Ed. by Brandt
mar. A fascinating collection of stories
•ictures about the independent cat, loyal
irave cat, crazy cat, etc., by many outstah
authors. More than 40 photos and draw
including a gallery of cat breeds.
Orig.
at $4.95.
Only $1.98.
Primitive Art. By Erwin O. Christes
Curator of Decorative Arts, National Gal
of Art. Over 400 illus., 32 in full color ih
mammouth (9% x 11) volume containU1
world-wide collection of early painting, sc
ture,
in
_ _ jewelry,
•crafts,
7 ' ancestral
„i„figures,
„ c many
' pottery,
tiles,
masks, etc.
of
tribes
cultures.
Orig. Pub. at $15.00.
Only ™
Encyclopedia of European Cooking. u
2000 recipes from every country in Euro
outstanding dishes for everyday as wej
festive occasions. Illus.
Pub. at $8.7&Only $2.98.
A Pictorial History -of the American lnf
By Oliver La Farge With 350 illustratioJJmany full color plates. The foremost autb^
on the American Indian relates their ®j
from the time of the arrival of the first v:i
men to the present in a handsome 9%
volume full of rare and fascinating pic^
Orig. Pub. at $7.50.
Only $3.95.
i
A pictorial History of Jazz. By Keepflj
& Grauer. 625 rare and vivid photograhps |
lively text make this a fascinating histon.
the people, places, music and styles of n
from New Orleans to Modern Jazz. 8^4 '
Orig. Pub. at $5.95.
Only $2.98.

